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Stand-Alone PV Systems
When grid is not nearby, electricity becomes more
valuable, and stand-alone power system can provide
enormous benefit, and complete, instead of $0.1/kWh
utility power, with $0.5/kWh gasoline or diesel
generators.
A general stand-alone PV system with back-up
generator and separate outputs for AC and DC
loads.
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Design Process for Stand-Alone System
Load study
Know your object and (future) target : Pac

Inverter and System Voltage (12, 24, or 48V)
Relevant to PV output voltage

PV Sizing
Pdc, efficiency, Area, Voc, and Isc.

Battery Sizing
Hybrid PV System (Generator Sizing)
System Cost Analysis
COE ($/kWh)
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Load Study

TV: 100 W
Vacuum Cleaner: 1000 W Ceiling Fan: 100 W
Computer: 125 W
Laptop: 20 W
Clothes Washer: 250 W
Window A/C: 1200 W Iron: 1000 W
Component Stereo: 40 W
Clock Radio: 2 W
Electric Blanket: 60 W Microwave: 1000 W
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CA Residential Load Study

California Statewide Residential Appliance Saturation Study, 2004
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Energy Consumption Data
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Example Electricity Demand
A modest household monthly energy demand for a cabin:
19-cu ft refrigerator
6 30W compact fluorescent lamp (5h/day)
19 in TV (3h/day) connected to a satellite
Cordless phone
1000W Microwave (6 min/day)
250W Washing machine (30 min/day)
100W pump for 100ft deep well that supplies 120 gallons/day (1.25 h/day)
Power and Energy Demand (3.11kWh/day)
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System Voltage
System voltage: Inverter dc input voltage = battery bank voltage =
PV array voltage
High voltage:
low current
minimize wire loss
More batteries in series

A guideline:
Keep the maximum steady-state current drawn below around 100A
readily available electrical hardware and wire size can be used
Suggest system voltage

BOS (Balance of System): Balance of equipment necessary to integrate PV array
with site load, which includes the array circuit wiring, fusing, disconnects, and
8
inverter

Batteries
Comparison of Battery Characteristics
SLI: engine Starting, vehicle Lighting, and engine
Ignition

Lead-Acid: Cheapest, highest efficiency
NiCd: Expensive, longer life cycle, dischargeable 100%
without damage, more forgivable when abused
Lithium Iron:
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Nickel Cadmium Battery
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Sodium Sulfur Battery
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Vanadium Redox (Reduction-Oxidation) Battery
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Lead-Acid Batteries
1860s: Raymond Gaston Plante first fabricated battery cells with corroded
lead-foil electrodes and a dilute solution of sulfuric acid and water
Chemical reaction in discharge

¾ of the $30 B global market are for automobile SLI (400 – 600 A for starting,
after that alternator quickly recharges the battery. Not for deep discharge)
2 V per cell
Deep Discharge type: thicker plates, greater space around the plates, big and
heavy, can be discharged by 80%
Biggest utility battery bank: 10MW (5000A at 2kV) for 4 hours in to grid
(Chino, CA)
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Installed Large Scale Battery Energy Storage
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Installed Large Scale Battery - Continued

Exterior and interior views of the 2MWh VRB system at Castle Valley, UT.
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NaS Battery Project
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Battery Storage Capacity
Energy Storage: Amp-hour (Ah) at a nominal voltage and at a
specified discharge rate
Ah capacity [C] that would drain from 2V {full charge} to 1.75V {full
discharge} (87.5%)
12-V 10-h 200-Ah: delivers 20A for 10 h, then the voltage drops to
6x1.75=10.5 V, considered as fully discharged.
Discharging rate: C/h delivering current
C/20 rate is standard in PV system
Example of Deep-Cycle Lead-Acid Battery Characteristics
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Battery Capacity Example
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Discharge Curves at Different Rates
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Temperature Dependency
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Battery Wiring
Series: Voltages add
Parallel: Currents add

Ah remains the same
Ah adds
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Battery Storage Calculation
Example
Suppose that batteries located at a remote
telecommunications site may drop to −20◦C. If they must
provide 2 days of storage for a load that needs 500
Ah/day at 12 V, how many amp-hours of storage should
be specified for the battery bank?
Assume that, to avoid freezing, the maximum depth of
discharge at −20◦C is 60%.
Also, assume that the actual capacity of the battery at
−20◦C discharged over a 48-h period is about 80% of the
rated capacity.

Solution:
1. Energy need for 2 days: 500x2 = 1000 Ah
2. Battery storage for 2 days with discharge no more than
60% (which means that 60% of the stored energy must
be able to cover the energy need): Battery storage=
1000Ah/0.6 = 1667 Ah
3. Since the actual capacity is only 80%: Battery storage
= 1667 Ah/0.8 = 2083 Ah
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MathCad Solution
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Battery Sizing
Statistical nature of weather
No set rules about how best to size battery storage except the cost tradeoff
Battery system of meeting demand 99% of the time may be 3 times higher
in cost than that of meeting 95% of the time.
The number of days of storage to supply a load in the design month [the
month with the worst combination of insolation and load]
Days of “usable battery storage” needed for a stand-alone system
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Battery Sizing
Nominal rated storage vs. usable storage:
Variables:
MDOD (maximum depth of discharge): 0.8 for lead-acid;
0.25 for auto SLI
(T,DR): Discharge Rate Factor under a given
Temperature
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Battery Sizing Example
A cabin near Salt Lake City, Utah, has an ac demand of 3000
Wh/day in the winter months. A decision has been made to size the
batteries such that a 95% system availability will be provided, and a
back-up generator will be kept in reserve to cover the other 5%.
The batteries will be kept in a ventilated shed whose temperature
may reach as low as −10◦C. The system voltage is to be 24 V, and
an inverter with overall efficiency of 85% will be used.
SOLUTION APPROACH
1. AC load
DC load demand (with 85% inverted efficiency)
2. Battery Capacity (Ah)
3. Usable storage (Ah)
4. Nominal capacity (Ah)
⌧ Assumption: 80% deep discharge
⌧ Assumption: 97% discharge rate

MDOD
(T,DR)

5. Battery Bank Design
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SOLUTION - details

Correction: general 3 days
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Solution in MathCad
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MathCad
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MathCad
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MathCad
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MathCad
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Battery Selection - Example
871 Ah @ 24V
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Battery Types: T-105 and L16
T-105
Trojan Battery Company
Basic Golf-Cart-Style battery
Light (62 lb.), cheap ($90 - $100), 3
- 6 years or longer

L16
More rugged than T-105
Popularized by Trojan but other
companies too
Heavy (120 lb), expensive ($220),
8 or more years
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Hybrid PV Systems
Supplying load in the worst month (“design month”) is much more
demanding than the rest of the year
Hybrid system option: Most of the load covered by PV and the
remainder supplied by a generator
Key decision: relationship between shrinking the PV system size
and increasing the fraction of the load carried by the generator
Example (Salt Lake City case) of significant reduction in PV size
while covering high fraction of the annual load.

PV system designed to deliver only 50% of the load in the design
month will still cover about 80% of the annual load
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Batteries and Generators for Hybrid PV Systems
Battery Storage Bank:
can be smaller since the generator can charge during the poor
weather condition
nominal 3-day storage system is often recommended

Generators: 5 kWh/gallon
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Capital Cost Reduction in Hybrid PV
Capital Cost Impact

–

COE Impact
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PV-Powered Water Pumping (Solar Pump)
Most economically viable PV application
Water pumping in remote areas: raise water from a well or spring
and store it in a tank
irrigation, cattle watering, village water
supply
PV Array directly attached to a DC pump
No battery is required
Simple, low cost, and reliable
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Solar Pumps
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Hydraulic System Curves

Static Head (“feet of water”)

Typical city water pressure = 60 psi = 140 feet of
water

Friction in the Pipe system (roughness inside the
pipes, # of bends, valves, etc)
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Pressure Loss due to Friction
Plastic Pipe
Feet of Water per 100ft of Tube for various tube diameters

gpm: Gallons per minute
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Friction Loss in Elbows and Valves
Friction loss expressed as equivalent lengths of tube

Interpretation: 0.75in 90-degree elbow adds to the pressure drop of
the same amount as would 2.0ft of straight pipe.

Static Head + Friction Head = Total Dynamic Head (H)
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Pumping Head Calculation Example
A pump is required to deliver 4 gpm from a depth of 150 ft. The well
is 80 ft from the storage tank, and the delivery pipe rises another 10
ft. The piping is 3/4-in.diameter plastic, and there are three 90◦
elbows, one swing-type check valve, and one gate valve in the line.
Q: What is the pumping head?
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Solution
Length of pipe = 150+80+10=240 ft
Equivalent pipe length for 3 elbows: 3x2.0=6 ft
Eq. pipe length for check valve: 5.0 ft
Eq. pipe length for the gate valve (open): 0.5 ft
Total Eq. Pipe Length: 240+6+5+0.5=251.5 ft

Pressure drop at 4 gpm per 100ft pipe: 4.2 ft
Therefore, the Friction head = [4.2 x 251.5] /
[100] = 10.5 ft
Static Head = 150+10 = 160 ft
Total Head = 160 + 10.5 = 170.5 ft of water
pressure
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Solution by MathCad
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MathCad
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Hydraulic Pumps
Different flow rate will results in different pump head
To determine the actual flow for a given pump, we need to know
the characteristics of the pump
2 types of pump for PV-power system
Centrifugal pump
⌧ Fast spinning impellers create suction input side of the pump and create pressure on
the delivery side, which throw water out of the pump
⌧ Limited by the ability of atmosphere pressure to push up water into the suction side
of the pump – theoretical max is 32 ft.

Positive displacement pump
⌧ Helical pumps: rotating shaft to push water up a cavity
⌧ Jack pumps: oscillating arm drives shaft up and down (like the classic oil-rig pumper)
⌧ Diaphragm pumps: rotating cam opens and closes valves
⌧ Most useful in low volume applications
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Hydraulic Pump Curve
Graphical relationship between head (H) and flow (Q)

Observations
Centrifugal pump: Raising the open end of the hose higher and higher
(increasing the head) will result in less and less flow until a point is
reached at which there is no flow at all.
Positive displacement pump: Flapper valve, diaphragm, or rotating
screw in a positive displacement pump holds up the water column
mechanically, so their flow rates are much less affected by increasing
head.
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Some Solar (Sun) Pump
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Solar Pumps
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Power delivered by pump
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Pump curves under different input voltages
Example gpm and pump efficiency
Jacuzzi SJ1C11 DC Centrifugal Pump for PV application
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Combination of Hydraulic System Curve and Pump Curve
Q-H System curve
Well System (Situation)

Q-H pump curve
Pump Capability

Determine the hydraulic
operating point
Observation
Pump will not deliver any
water unless the voltage
applied to the pump is
at least 36V
At 45V, about 5 gpm would be
pumped
At 60V, the flow would be
9.5 gpm
Which one is better? Higher Efficiency?
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PV-Pump Design Process 1
1. Determine the water production goal (gallons/day) in the
design month (highest water need and lowest insolation)
2. Use the design month insolation ( hours at 1-sun) as the
hours of pumping, and find the pumping rate Q (gpm):

3. Find the total dynamic head H at Q. Friction head may be
assumed to be 5% of the static head
4. Find a pump capable of delivering the desired head and
flow Q. Note the input power and the nominal voltage. Pump
efficiency for suction pumps is 25% and submersible pumps
35%.
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PV-Pump Design Process 2
5. The number of PV modules in series (15V PV
module) from the pump voltage

6. The number of PV strings in parallel using pump
input power, and PV rated current (IR), and de-rating
factor (for dirt and temperature effect) with 0.80.

7. Estimate the water pumped.
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PV-Pump System Design Example
Sizing an Array for a 150-ft Well in Santa Maria,
California.
Goal: pump at least 1200 gallons per day from the
150-ft well.
Directions
⌧Use Jacuzzi SJ1C11 pump
⌧Use Siemens SR100 15-V PV modules with rated
current 5.9 A
⌧The worst month (December) insolation is 4.9 kWh/m2-day

Question: Size the PV array

Sol.
1.
2. @4.1 gpm, the hydraulic curve shows that
about 170 ft of head is needed and at the
operating point the pump efficiency is about 34%
estimated pump input power
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Example-Solution (continued)
3. At the above operating point, the pump voltage required is a little
under 45V
3 15-V modules in series
4. Number of Parallel Strings (de-rating at 80%) (5.9A – rated current)

So 2 parallel strings.
5. Estimated water delivery in December
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Buck Converter as Linear Current Booster
Low sun
not enough torque to pump
Lower voltage and increase current
lower speed pumping, but
pumping anyway
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Solution by MathCad
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MathCad
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MathCad
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